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Anthropology

An Examination of the Structure and Function of the
Mesoscale Landscape occupied by Purgatorius Genus
Chairperson:

Dr. R.R.

Skelton

.

This study seeks to contribute to our knowledge of
landscapes occupied by Purgatorius, a possible ancestor
of primates, through analysis of paleosols (fossilized
so i l s ) . The study area is situated between Harlowtown
and Big Timber, Montana; the time period of interest
falls in the latest Cretaceous/early Paleocene.
Discoveries of a rare, early primatamorph prompted this
study.
Transects of paleosols in the Bear Formation
allows a look at the environment of this early primate.
A multidisciplinary approach of landscape ecology, soil
typing and genesis, geology, paleontology, and fractal
analysis attests to a heterogeneous landscape with
productive and diverse life.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Obj ectives
The primary objective of this thesis is to describe
the structure and function of the landscape occupied by
the early archontan,

Purgatorius,

as inferred from the

examination of fossilized soils and other landscape
units.

Other objectives include estimating the

heterogeneity of the landscape using fractal dimension
and describing the adaptations of Purgatorius to this
environment.

My working hypothesis is that paleosol

analyses of the Bear Formation will reveal the landscape
components important to Purgatorius as we currently
understand its adaptation.

Purgatorius
The first description of the genus Purgatorius
was by Van Valen and Sloan

(1965).

Purgatorius was

originally classified as Purgatoriidae under the order
of Primates.

Szalazy and Delson

(1979) placed

Purgatorius in the Order of Primates,

Suborder

Plesiadapifo rmes , Superfamily Paromomyidae,
Paramomyidae,

Tribe Purgatorii ni.

Gunnell

Family
(1989)

included Purgatorius in the family of
pleisiadapifo r m e s .

Beard

(1993)

associated

Purgatorius with the Paramomyidae under the subfamily
Purgatoriinae.

How Purgatorius should be classified

is still in debate.

Some features of later

"pleisiadapiformes" suggests that Purgatorius is not
an ancestral outgroup whereas some characteristics
seem closely related to the pleisiadapiformes
(1997)

describes Purgatorius taxonomy as being in the

genus Purgatorius,
incertae sedis,
(1990)

Buckley

Family Purgatoriidae,

Order

and mirorder Primatam orpha.

Conroy

suggests Purgatorius is a microsyopsid,

others put Purgatorius into the paromomyids,
which are pleisiadapiformes.

while

both of

Purgatorius is thought to be an insectivore based
on the inclination of the upper molar shearing
movement to the lower molar roots

(Butler 1972).

However,

argue for an

Szalay and Delson

(1979)

insectivorous-frugivorous diet because of the low wear
of the cutting edge of the molars.

The Bear Formation
The study area includes the Bear Formation which
is comprised of mostly latest Cretaceous and early
Paleocene sediments(Hartman et al 1989).
Most likely,

the Bear Formation is very earliest

Paleocene and is the lowest member of the Fort Union
Group,

although the Bear Formation strata are

generally referred to as the Tullock Formation by some
geologists.

The Bear Formation was included in the

Fort Union and in the Paleocene because of its
stratigraphie position relative to the Hell Creek and
the Lebo formations as well as their assumed
correlation with the Tullock Formation

(Simpson 1937).

The Bear Formation was named in 1937 by
Gaylord Simpson

(1937)

in his discussion of the

geology and paleontology of mammals in the Lebo and
Melville Formations.

The Bear Formation was named for

the outcrops along the rim of the Bear Butte Syncline,
including Simpson Quarry

(Simpson 1937).

Evolutionary Theory
Evolutionary theory is a dominating force in
science.

Many disciplines borrow ideas and concepts

from this theory.

While its form articulated by

Darwin and Wallace came about relatively recently,

the

notions have been circulating for over a thousand
years.
The idea of evolution predates Darwin and Wallace
significantly.

In the philosophies of Thales,

originated in the sea

(Hammond 1895);

man evolved from fish

(Von Koenigswald 1964);

Xenophanes,

life

for Anaximander,
and

who had an understanding of the fossil

record containing plants and animals that were no
longer living

(Finkelberg 1990),

gave a clear and

early indication of evolutionary thought.

Even

Hippocrates hinted at evolution when he said,
is the only reality"

"...change

(Reid 1985:134).

During the Middle Ages, we see others touching on
the issue of mutability such as Giordano Bruno,
Francis Bacon,

and Rene Descartes

(Williamson 1935) .

Carl Von Linne

(Linneaus)

began to work on a

taxonomic structure with the publication of his work
Systema naturae in 1753

(Wharton 1959).

Georges

Buffon also began using evolutionary thought in his
research on animals and geologic processes

(Wohl

1960).
Erasmus Darwin,

Charles Darwin's grandfather,

published Zoonomia and the Origins of Organic Life in
1794. He also published The Botanical Garden,
work in evolution

(Bowler 1975).

another

Erasmus Darwin's work

on evolution would heavily influence his grandson's
work.
The major school of evolutionary thought
immediately before Darwin was Lamarckism.

Through his

publication of Philosophie Zoologique in 1809,

he

advocated the theory of gradation and transformism
(Mandelbaum 1957).
Transformism theorizes that the lineages of
species did not end and begin but gradually changed
through time.

This produces a steady line with no

branching structures.

Another component of

transformism is the lack of extinction
1957).

According to this theory,

actually dies out.

(Mandelbaum

no species ever

Blumenbach is credited as the founder of
biological anthropology

(Davis 1868)

through his

systematic collection of skulls and interpretations.
He began using typology to classify different
biological groups

(Crawfurd 1868).

Charles Darwin and Alfred Wallace would have the
greatest impact on evolutionary thought,
its elaboration and articulation.

credited with

They presented

evolution in an understandable way to the public.
Their publications began a new era of study as well as
vernacular.
Malthus'

They incorporated important ideas like

work on population to create a theoretical

paradigm which could promote research on natural
systems and support interpretation of the results.
Alfred Wallace and Charles Darwin came up with
similar ideas distinct from each other but at the same
time.

They published together and receive equal

credit for the articulation of evolution.

Alfred

Wallace wrote his ideas to a friend of his directly
before embarking on a voyage to South America between
1845 and 1847

(McKinney 1969).

At this same time,

Darwin was embarking on a trip

to the Galapagos Islands aboard the Beagle I (Egerton
1976).

He took notes on the finches and other animals

on the island.

On his return trip,

he began studying

his notes and noticed some interesting things

(Colp

1986).

One of these was that current evolutionary

thought

(Lamarckism)

didn't explain adaptation.

Influenced by Malthus'
working on a new theory

work on population,

he began

(Vorzimmer 1969).

Darwin and Wallace's ideas were not immediately
well received.

Without a theory of heredity,

natural

selection did not make much sense.
Advances in biology and genetics began to explain
and give credence to evolutionary theory.
Haldane,

Fisher,

and Wright showed that Mendelian heredity was

compatible with Darwinian evolution

(Orzack 1981).

This was a big step for evolutionary theory.
Modern Genetics and Evolution
Heredity is determined by DNA
acid).
proteins

(deoxyribonucleic

DNA is the carrier for genes that encode for
(Gibson 1968).

Translation and transcription

are the two phases in the production of a protein.
Translation is when a protein is produced at the
ribosome using the pattern encoded on the messenger
RNA and with the aid of transfer RNA bringing in the
individual amino acids

(Damon 1977).

how messenger RNA is formed by a gene

Transcription is
(Gest 2001)

contained within the DNA.

The chromosomes are the

structures that carry the DNA

(Smith 2004).

Each

vertebrate has two copies of each chromosome,
the mother and one from the father.
combine is a person's genotype.

one from

How the genes

Predictable patterns

are created by the proportions of genotypes which are
called Mendelian ratios
heredity,

(Clegg 1968).

the presence of dominate,

Under Mendelian

co-dominate,

and

recessive genes allow natural selection to operate
because genes are preserved

(Harrison 1977).

Competition is created between organisms because
they produce more offspring than can survive.

This is

a basis for natural selection because it occurs in any
biotic organism.

The inheritability and mixing of

genes from one generation to the next allows for
variability in fitness

(Stein and Rowe 1974).

Natural

selection can take on different forms. Natural
selection can be disruptive when the population
average is selected against
also be directionalized.

(Ridley 1993).

It may

Directional selection causes

a consistent change in the population form through
time

(Ridley 1993).

on is stabilizing.

The last form selection can take
This type of selection selects to

keep population form constant
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(Schmalhausen 1949).

There are many levels in which characteristics of
populations vary.

Some of the levels are the DNA

sequence,

chromosomal level in the individual

proteins,

and the morphological characteristics.

Mutation may be a driving force behind variation.
Variation seen in new generations may be caused by DNA
mutations

(Simpson 194 9).

directionalized

Mutation is random and non-

(Montagu 1960).

The gene frequencies

in populations can be analyzed to infer rates of
mutation

(Ridley 1993).

Natural selection can be quantified using
mathematical models.

One can start at a single locus

and determine its frequency in one generation by
expressing the gene frequency as a function of the
previous generation

(Campbell et al 1987).

The

relationship of the function is determined by fitness.
The rate of change of the gene frequency can be used
to infer the fitness

(Schwartz 2002).

The gene frequency can change from one generation
to the next in a finite population through random
mating.

This is called genetic drift.

Genetic drift

plays a larger role the smaller the population is
(Montagu 1960).

Neutral drift is the main force behind molecular
evolution,

not natural selection.

According to the

neutral theory of molecular evolution, molecular
evolution happens at a constant rate, which allows for
the application of the molecular clock

(Ridley 1993).

The constant rate of molecular evolution seems to run
on a more absolute time,
al 1987).

not generational

(Campbell et

This creates debates between iologists

considering neutral drift as a key evolutionary force
and those favouring natural selection,

because the

morphological evolution occurs on a more generational
level.
The neutral theory therefore probably
applies better to some types of parts of
molecules than others.
There remains ample
room for disagreement about which molecular
evolutionary changes were driven by
selection and which by neutral drift (Ridley
1993:188).
Another avenue that population genetics explores
is two or more loci genetics.

The main concern is

with the change in the frequency of haplotypes.
Haplotypes are the multi-locus equation of alleles
(Long 1993).

Multi-locus alleles can be combined

randomly and nonrandomly.

Random combination is

called linkage equilibrium whereas nonrandom
combination is linkage disequilibrium
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(Wills 1981).

Linkage disequilibrium is caused by natural selection
and nonrandom mating

(Flint-Garcia 2003).

Co-adapted

alleles are pairs at different loci which cooperate in
their effects on fitness.

The recombination between

co-adapted genes is reduced by natural selection.

An

adaptive topography can be drawn for two loci to show
the mean fitness of a population

(Endler 1977).

Quantitative genetics deals with characters
controlled by many genes.
between generations,

It considers the changes

rather than the individual,

of

the frequency distribution of the genotype and
phenotype

(Arthur 1984).

Both genetics and

environment play a part in the variance seen in the
phenotypic expression

(Dobzhansky 1937).

The

evolutionary response to natural selection is
determined by the hereditability of the phenotypic and
genotypic character

(Avers 1989).

The evolution of the genome is also an area of
wide study.
related genes

Chromosomes tend to have clusters of
(Ridley 1993).

common in the gene cluster

Tandem repeats are

(Hedrick 1983).

An example

of the tandem repeat is the ribosomal RNA genes
(Singer and Berg 1991).

Another example is the globin
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genes which represent a linked group of related genes
{Singer and Berg 1991).
Natural selection produces adaptation
1996).

(Amundson

There are various levels in which natural

selection acts to produce adaptations that benefit at
various levels.

The levels range from micro,

including genes,

cellular,

including group levels

and organismic to macro

(Ridley 1993).

Historically,

adaptation is explained through three theories,
creationism,

Lamarckism,

(Amundson 1996).

and natural selection

While natural selection is not the

only thing causing evolution,
causing adaptation

it is the only thing

(Avers 1989).

Natural selection is

a statistical advantage or disadvantage which selects
for or against certain characteristics as expressed by
the genotype to allow organisms to reproduce,
controlling the next generations'

genes

thereby

(Mayr 197 6).

Spéciation
Species are defined by the phenetic
characteristics and are unable to breed with other
species through their defining biology

(Wesson 1991).

Spéciation is when a new species is created.

The

formation of a new species occurs when a separate
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population develops that is no longer able to
interbreed with the original population

(Avers 1989) .

There are three ways that spéciation happens.
Allopatric spéciation occurs when a population becomes
isolated geographically and develops into a population
that is biologically different enough from the
original population that interbreeding is no longer
possible

(Eldridge 1985).

Parapatric spéciation

occurs contiguously with the original population
whereas sympatric spéciation overlaps the original
population

(Avers 1989).

Biogeographers try to explain the geographic
distribution found with species and the higher taxa.
Limits on species are created by the ecology of the
area in which a species lives.
species,

called its range,

The area of the

can be changed or modified

by dispersal or continental drift.
the species is called vicariance

The splitting of

(Ross 1962).

To measure evolutionary rates, measurements of
fossil characteristics are taken through time.
Eldridge and Gould have contended that a strict
pattern develops for the rate of evolution called
punctuated equilibrium

(Barjema 1982).

The basis for

punctuated equilibrium works in four fundamental
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steps.

The first is that vicariance takes place

causing the rapid development of a new species.

The

swift growth of a species takes place in a small
subpopulation of the ancestral population,

and the new

species begins to develop on small parts of the
ecological range that was once inhabited by the
original species.

This part of the ecological zone is

usually cut off from the ancestral population and on
the outer edges of the range of species

(Ridley 1985).

According to punctuated equilibrium,

constraints

placed on spéciation and the allowance of genetic
variability are the causes of stasis

(Ridley 1985).

The opposite view of punctuated equilibrium is
phyletic gradualism.

Gradualists believe that species

change slowly over time

(Bowler 1983).

Shared characteristics are the basis for
inferring phylogenetic relationships.

The principle

of parsimony is usually used in the reconstruction of
phylogenies.

This suggests that the least number of

evolutionary changes is the best estimate for the
phylogeny of a set of species.

The only reliable way

to build a phylogeny is to use derived characteristics
(Hecht 1976).
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The lineages which compose a phylogeny are
connected spatially and temporally.

This connection

must be made through characteristics which are
evolutionary homologies.

Homologies are

characteristics shared with a common ancestor

(Hull

1988).

Paleolandscape Studies

Landscapes are complex ecological systems that
operate over broad spatiotemporal scales.

Hierarchy

theory views such systems as composed of relatively
isolated units,
space scale.

each operating at a distinct time and

Predictions about landscape dynamics may

be based on constraints that directly result from
scaled structure
1989).

(Gosz and Sharpe 1989, O'Neill et al

In addition,

limiting factors produce

attractors that individual landscape units may move
towards.

Changes in the constraints and

(local)

attractors may change with changing environmental
conditions.

Critical thresholds may be crossed that

result in radical changes in the state of the system;
it may enter a new domain of attraction.

Increased

fluctuations in the state of the system may occur
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until it enters this new domain as illustrated in
Figure 1.

Figure 1.

Dynamics of a hypothetical system as it

enters a new domain of attraction.

\ A
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The spatial patterns and distribution of
organisms has long been studied by ecologists and
naturalists.

More recently,

considerations of spatial

dynamics in many areas of ecology have received
attention.

The processes that created the patterns

are being described.

Today the effects of landscape

patterns on ecological processes is a new focus
(Turner 1989,

1991}.

spatial patterns

The study of the influences of

(heterogeneity)

on biotic and abiotic

processes has identified three important components of
the landscape - structure,
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function,

and change

(Foreman and Godron 1986).

Each may be involved in

classification of the landscape and the resulting
patterns described using landscape indices
and Ringleb 1990),
1982)

fractal dimensions

and even chaos theory

(Rhinehart

(Mandelbrot

(Gleick 1988).

The degree of heterogeneity in a landscape
largely determines the functions ecologists measure
including species diversity and movement,
nutrient flow,

energy,

as well as redistribution.

and

Animal

species such as the grizzly bear requires an
environment of large patches,

while white-tail deer

utilize a variety of small patches for feeding,
resting,

and breeding.

element differently.

Weather affects each landscape
The amount of change on a

landscape affects landscape heterogeneity.
Undisturbed or severely changed landscapes tend
towards homogeneity while moderate amounts of change
usually result in a heterogeneous landscape

(Turner et

al 1991).
Landscape heterogeneity is measured with a
variety of indices including diversity,
contagion,

and fractal dimension

dominance,

(complexity).

Each

describes the spatial characteristics of the landscape
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structure,

and each implies different effects

regarding landscape functions.
Fractal dimension

(FD)

focuses on the notion that

patterns repeat themselves at different scales.

These

patterns and their relationships with natural and
developed articles are examined from the notions of
exact fractals and statistical fractals,

the latter

more relevant to natural systems.
Exact fractals are those created by
mathematicians.

The dimensions are exact so a

precisely patterned function is created.
not often seen in the natural world.
are useful in theoretical modeling,
comparison

These are

However,

they

prediction,

and

(Risser 1987).

In nature,
nonexistent.

exact fractals are rare or even

Statistical fractals are used when

looking at natural systems.
create patterns when averaged

Statistical fractals
(Turner et al 1991).

Self-affine fractals provide fractal dimension
measurements from linear data sets such as transect
measurements.

A geometric object is considered self-

affine if it can be partitioned into sub-objects,
of which are affine
object

(similar)

(Barnesly 1988,

copies of the parent

Kigami 2001). Landscapes
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all

exhibit this self-similarity including micro-scale
landscape types of soils/vegetation categories.
Various software programs provide fractal
measurements of digital data,
fractals.

including self-affine

Mathematics software provides a rich

environment to construct mathematical calculations,
including fractal analyses

(Getz and Helmstedt 2004).

James Gleick's Chaos software set includes a variety
of fractal dimension programs designed to measure both
binary

(raster)

files from processed imagery to simple

ASCII files of X,Y data.

This software includes self-

affine fractal measurements and is available in both
microcomputer formats

(MSDOS)

and mainframe formats

(UNIX).
Turner

(1990) measured a variety of ecological

types to fractal dimension,

as shown in Figure 2.

The

highest measurements were found in transitional zones
between the major types.
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FIGURE 2
Type

Fractal Dimension

Cities

1.30-1.40

Farmlands

1.35-1.40

Forests

1.35-1.45

Grasslands

1.40-1.45

Transitions

1.40-1.52

Although no statistical measure is obvious
regarding sample size necessary for extrapolation,

the

very notion of fractals imply patterns exist.
Landscape units are commonly made up of plant
communities,

which are dynamic organizations of plant

species that change through time.

Changes in the

local environment due to the effects of the plants,
causes changes in the plant species composition.
is known as plant succession
(serai)

(Costing 1948).

This

Early

plant communities change until the community

reaches some sort of equilibrium,

a plant composition

best supported by the climate and soils.
slopes with deep,

On gentle

well-drained soils this plant

composition is known as the climatic climax.
Modifications of this type,
types,

due to changes in soil

including water availability,
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is known as an

edaphic climax.
environments,

Succession occurs in all

including water bodies. Animals also

change along with the plant life.
The study of fossil soils

(paleosols)

provides

exciting opportunities for reconstructing ancient
environments.

They present evidence for the size and

structure of ancient vegetation,
depth of the water table,
subsidence and uplift,

paleotopography,

rates of sedimentation,

and pa le ocl ima tology.

with studies of fossil plants and animals,
environments and paleocurrents,

Combined

sedimentary

paleosols provide

detailed information on the processes occurring on the
paleolandscape

(Retallack 1981,

1983).

Paleosols have been recognized and widely used
for stratigraphie mapping in many parts of the world.
The Quaternary

(Sangamon)

soil of North America has

been mapped over a distance of three thousand miles,
while geologists in Germany,

Iceland,

Egypt,

and

elsewhere use paleosols as markers in stratigraphie
analysis

(Ringleb and Ringleb 1992).

An ideal situation for the preservation of
paleosols is in subsiding sedimentary basins subject
to large,

infrequent,

episodic floods.

Buried soils

that sink below the water table may provide remarkable
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preservation of details that occurred on the landscape
at the time of burial.

With slow,

steady subsidence,

large numbers of paleosols may become superimposed,
such as the buried Eocene forests of Yellowstone Park
(Retallack 1981,

1983,

Ringleb and Ringleb 1992).

Paleosols may be classified using the current
soils classification system
1973)

(Brady 1990,

Buol et al

and compared with existing soils and pedogenic

processes.

By studying the pedogenesis of the soil,

one can begin to understand the environment that
created it.
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Chapter 2: Materials and Methods
The decision to study Purgatorius and its
environment came after many years of exposure to the
subject.

Richard and Charlotte Ringleb examined

fossilized soils

(paleosols)

leading to publications such

as Exploring the Landscapes of Montana Dinosaurs
and Ringleb 1992),

(Ringleb

which provides an overview of the

methods to understanding dinosaur habitat.

Charlotte

Ringleb began a Master's Thesis on the geology and
sedimentology of Simpson Quarry.

Personal involvement in

research and fieldwork paved the way for this research
and thesis.
Examination of the Bear Formation near Simpson
Quarry with Richard and Charlotte Ringleb found exposed
paleosols occurring on the parent material of overbank
deposits.

It was noted that the soils occurring in this

Formation were similar to those found in late Cretaceous
sediments,
defined.

except that the soil horizons were less
It appeared the weathering of the soils was

less than in earlier environments.
Purgatorius remains,

including teeth,

found in the Bear Formation,

have been

so it was decided to begin a

study of the landscape that Purgatorius lived in.
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Little

was known regarding this landscape.

It is assumed that

early primatomorphs were arboreal and insectivorous.
However,

the structure and function of this early

landscape is unknown,
animal remains.

and the vegetation is inferred from

Since an animal adapts to the

constraints imposed by the landscape,

it becomes

important to know what the landscape actually was.
Climate and soils determine the vegetation and
productivity of a landscape.

By studying the soils,

climate and vegetation can be inferred.

the

The

heterogeneity of a landscape may also determine the types
and number of animal species that are present.

Increased

heterogeneity along with increased productivity provides
increased species diversity.
Transects were conducted on the outcropping portions
containing paleosols and included measuring the distance
of each identified landscape type.

Examination of the

outcroppings found elements other than fossilized soils
occurred on this paleolandscape.

These other landscape

units were also measured and recorded.

In addition,

fractal dimension was measured from the transect data to
provide an estimate of the heterogeneity of the
landscape.
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This study is based on neo-evolutionary theory as
well as the perspectives of landscape ecology.

There is

an interconnectedness of these two approaches in that the
processes occurring on a landscape,
current,

whether ancient or

include biotic forms that are subject to

evolutionary forces.

If both processes are used,

a

correlation between the landscape and the biotic life can
be established both spatially and temporally.
An investigative team comprised of Charlotte Ringleb
with expertise in geology and paleontology,

Richard

Ringleb with expertise in soils and plant ecology,

and

the author traveled to the area uniquely encompassing the
Bear Formation.

The team examined the rock outcrops for

the occurrence of paleosols and other preserved landscape
types.

The paleosols were examined for the presence of

soil horizons,
measured.

and each horizon identified and vertically

These soil horizons were compared to the

descriptions of current soil types for the world and the
soil types were identified.

Landscape types without

identifiable soil horizons were examined regarding their
sedimentology and occurrence of plant and animal remains.
A key to landscape types was developed for consistent
identification,

found in Appendix A. Figure 5.
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Transects were then developed to measure the spatial
distribution of each type.

Transect areas were selected

according to the availability of rock exposures of
paleosols within the Bear Formation.
dipped strongly to the northeast,
of sediments.

These outcrops

exposing several meters

Access to the outcrops of paleosols was

good on dirt roads throughout the study area and transect
work began adjacent to Simpson Quarry.
Transects were run horizontally,
paleosols.
exposed,

following exposed

Where a significant amount of rock is

transect were run vertically to examine temporal

patterns.

From a recognizable starting point,

a Global

Positioning System point was obtained using three or more
satellites.

Horizontal transect data was obtained by

following the exposed outcrop of a distinct paleosol.
The paleosol was classified to soil Orders and measurable
environmental modifications of that type.

Landscape

forms without pedogenically altered types,

i.e.,

and ponds,

were recorded as such.

streams

Distances of each type

as they occur in the paleosol were measured using a
measuring tape.

This continued until the paleosol was no

longer exposed.

Nearly all the outcrops containing

significant amounts of exposed paleosols in the study
area were examined and measured.
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Where multiple

paleosols were exposed,

as was often the case,

each were

started and transected from the same beginning point.
When vertical transects were conducted,

the entire

outcrop was described rather than just the paleosols.
Standing water bodies were recognized in the initial
reconnaissance.

These were identified by finer-grained

sediments with no soil development.

There was also

considerable differences found in these water bodies and
several classifications were developed to distinguish
each, based on the sedimentology and occurrence of
organic material including vegetation and animal remains.
Streams were identified by sandstones with a lack of soil
development and containing ripple marks with clam shell
hash and no pond vegetation.

Areas containing some soil

development on rippled sandstone were called the stream
bank community.
Upon completion of the field work,

the collected

data was input into a computer spreadsheet

(Excel)

data summaries and graphing.

the entire

In addition,

for

data set from the horizontal transects were recorded in
an ASCII file of type numbers and distances for
measurements of Fractal Dimension.

This was accomplished

using the Self-affine Fractal program from the Chaos
Software set.

It was accomplished first on the
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microcomputer of Richard Ringleb and again on similar
software on a UNIX system in the office of Charles Gage,
Spatial Solutions,

Denver,

Colorado,

2003.

Vertical Data

sets were also input into the Excel program for graphing
and analysis.
Fossils of animal and plant remains were identified
to the extent possible in the field and used to recognize
the appropriate landscape units.

Figure 3.

Transect Key to Landscape Units in the Bear

Form at io n.

I.

Identifiable soil horizons including eluviated and

illuviated horizons
II.

Go to 1.

No identifiable soil horizons

1.

Go to A.

3+ inches horizon of clear sand grains

(eluviated)
(illuviated), pedogenesis clearly extending beyond both

A lfisol.

horizons,

organic layer on surface common

2.

Sand grains less distinct and thinner horizon,

illuviated horizon visible,

pedogenesis not clearly

extending beyond the horizons,
uncommon

Go to a)
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organic layer on surface

Figure 3. continued
a)

Thin paleosol

occurring on distinct

mixed materials of organics and clays

layers of

A lfisol Splay

Deposits.
b)

Thin paleosol

occurring on overbank

Shallow Alfisol.

without distinct layer
c)
deposits
A.

Very thin paleosol occurring on ripple marked

Stream Bank Community.
No soil horizons,

No soil horizons,

some shell hash
C.
Material
D.

distinct ripple marks mixed

Stream Community.

with clam shell hash
B.

pond lily leaves in mudstone,

Pond Site.

Dark mudstone mixed with layers of organic

Brackish Pond.
Dark,

grey shale/mudstone,

incl. pond lilies or shell hash
E.

deposits

no organic materials,

Deep Pond Site.

Coarse-grained material including granitics,

organic material

Backwater Deposits.

F.

Fine-grained material,

G.

Organic appearing colored material,

anaerobic environment

no

no organics...Fine Clays.
perhaps

Blue/Green Organic Layers.
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Figure 3. continued
H.

Brownish material,

appears added later

Undifferentiated Later Tertiary Fill.
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STUDY AR E A
The study area for this project includes an area
from Big Timber on Highway 191 for approximately
twenty miles and then easterly for approximately five
miles near Grass Creek and then southerly and westerly
back to Big Timber.

See Figure 4, Study Area.

The

Cooney Brothers Ranch is the major landholder in this
area and permission was received to access their
lands.

Simpson Quarry is located on the Cooney

Brothers Ranch.
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FIGURE 4. Study Area
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Chapter 3: Results
A variety of landscape types were recorded in
transects of paleosols found in Appendix A,

Figure 6.

Additional types were found in the vertical transects
found in Appendix A,

Figure 9. The distribution of the

types found in transects are found in Appendix A,

Figure

11 and are graphically represented in Appendix A,

Figure

12.
The self-affine fractal measurement was 1.63.
Fossils found during transects include pond lilies,
Pisidiids,
remains,

Equisetum,

and other unidentifiable vegetation

a variety of freshwater shells,

crocodilian remains.
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and some

Chapter 4: Discussion
The study area contains the Bear Formation,

which

consists od deposits from the latest Cretaceous/early
Paleocene.

Transects were run both horizontally

(spatially)

across selected paleosols for landscape

types,

and vertically

sediments.

(temporally)

through all the

Transects conducted throughout the study area

yielded ten landscape types occurring within the
paleosols and three types unique to the vertical
transects.
From examination of the soil structure of the
paleosols from uplands,

I found that an eluviated horizon

sat above an illuviated horizon similar to Alfisols and
Ultisols soil orders found today in the eastern United
States.

Although the two soil orders are very similar,

a

decision was made to call the primary soils Alfisols
because the Ultisols are weathered more and are more
acidic than the Alfisols.

In the experience of some

members of the researcher team

(the elder Ringlebs), the

structure of the paleosols were less distinct in the Bear
Formation than in the paleosols classified as Ultisols
found in the late Cretaceous sediments.

This may be due

to less pedogenic effect such as occurs in the
environment conducive to Alfisol formation.
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Further

research will be necessary to determine which of the
orders is correct.

No classifications beyond soil orders

were attempted.
Of the landscape types, Alfisols comprise 58% of the
landscape.

These Alfisols represent a warm temperate to

sub-tropical environment.

Alfisols are conducive to

forest vegetation because of the climate and high
nutrient content in the soil.

The climate was probably

being regulated by the inland sea which was near the
eastern-most border of Montana at this time.

The study

area likely contained a mixed forest of both deciduous
and coniferous vegetation.

Leaves of trees similar to

elm were found in the study area.
(1992)

Ringleb and Ringleb

found both deciduous and coniferous remains in

Cretaceous sediments in Montana.

Although no conifer

remains were found in the study area, Alfisols occurring
in North America today are commonly a mixed forest.

The

ratio of coniferous to deciduous vegetation at the study
area is unknown,

although Ringleb and Ringleb

(1992)

found that coniferous vegetation preferred wetter areas.
This was due to the respiration needs of the conifers in
warm areas with short, winter days.

Net primary

productivity of plants is the result of photosynthesis
minus respiration demands for energy.
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Evergreen plants

such as conifers require substantial respiration in warm
climates.

However,

during the winter months,

there were

not enough daylight hours to complete sufficient
photosynthesis to meet the energy demands for the
required respiration. According to Ringleb and Ringleb
(1992)

the energy demands could only be met on lowland

sites with adequate moisture for high summer production.
Alfisol splay deposits may represent a forest site
which is regularly subjected to smaller flooding events
which are not stand replacement events.

A shallow

alfisol appears to represent a transitional environment
between the streamside communities and the forest types
associated with an alfisol.

This may be serai

communities of the climax forest types.

This may be due

to changes in the courses of the braided streams,
including frequent interruptions in soil formation by
flooding events.
The stream bank community comprises 28% of the
landscape units occurring in the study area.

This high

proportion of the area suggests a mesic environment with
shorter lived species such as shrubs occurring in dynamic
environments on shallow paleosols containing stream
channel ripple marks.
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Ponds represent approximately 9 percent of the study
area.

This was likely due to cutoff stream channels from

streams carrying high sediment loads and meandering
widely.
Pond types found range from brackish pond to pond to
deep pond to perhaps lacustrine.
characterized by shell hash
deposited)

and pond lilies.

in deep water,

Pond environments were

(most likely washed in and
As pond lilies do not grow

there is a distinction between pond and

deep pond based on shell hash and pond lily remains.
Floral remains found were Pisidiids
Equisetum

(horsetail).

(cattails)

and

These are characteristic of pond

vegetation.
The deep pond areas are characterized by dark
mudstone.

Deep ponds may have been important to species

such as Champsosaur or other crocodilian whose remains
have been found in the area.

Ponds that did not have a

fresh water supply became brackish.
represented by thick organic layers

These were
(coalifled rem ain s).

A fractal dimension measurement of 1.63 for the
spatial transects indicates a high degree of
heterogeneity in a dynamic environment.

This measurement

is higher than transitional areas found today
2).

The warm climate,

abundant moisture,
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(see Figure

and diverse

landscape units all contribute to the productivity of
this landscape.

High productivity increases the rate of

plant succession in this dynamic landscape.
There were landscape types recorded in the vertical
transects which were not found in the horizontal
transects.

These include fine clays and blue/green

s e d i ments .
Fine clays were recorded only once in a vertical
transect.

In a flooding event,

the deposition of

materials is gradational with the larger,
falling first,

while the smaller,

heavier pieces

lightweight particles

remain suspended for longer periods of time.

The fine

clays likely represent some flood event where the waters
slowed for a significant length of time.
The blue/green sediments possibly show a lacustrine
environment,

perhaps a step larger than a deep pond.

The

blue/green sediments may result from organic material or
they may be indicative of an anaerobic environment in
which the lack of oxygen turns chlorides bluish.

The

blue/green sediments occur only three times in a single,
vertical transect.
The Bear Formation is a series of overbank deposits,
from top to bottom.
meters in depth.

Overbank deposits range from 2 to 10

Paleosols developed on top of these
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deposits indicating that the flooding was infrequent and
replaced existing vegetation.
The early primatamorph,

Purgatorius,

heavily wooded, mesic environment.

lived in a

This heterogeneous

landscape with substantial amounts of standing water
allowed for the production of insects.
being an insectivore,

Purgatorius,

would have been well adapted to

this food source.
Purgatorius is thought to be an archontan with the
ability to invert the ankle.

Finding an archontan on a

woody landscape strongly suggests that Purgatorius was
arboreal.

Later primatamorphs are arboreal archontans as

trees provide good cover from flying predators and
predators on the ground as well as access to food
supplies.

The heterogeneity of the landscape implies

that more life existed than is fossilized,
potential predators.

including

The archontan adaptation would have

been beneficial for Purgatorius.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
Purgatorius is considered an insectivore or mixed
insectivore/frugivore based on molar remains,
else in known of this genus.

yet little

A multidisciplinary team

was assembled to study the structure and function of the
landscape in which Purgatorius remains are found.
Although the details of the plant communities are
unknown, mesoscale descriptions include likely mature
forests of deciduous and coniferous trees as the dominant
plant community.

Approximately 4 6 percent of the

landscape is comprised of this landscape unit as measured
from the well-developed alfisols.

These forest

communities are dissected by anastimozing streams
percent)

(2

with large amounts of streambank communities

adjacent to them.

These streambank communities comprised

approximately 28 percent of the landscape reflecting the
lack of a stable stream channel.
(12 percent)

The abundance of ponds

also attests to this instability.

to the streambank communities,

Adjacent

shallow paleosols appear

to be immature alfisols and likely represent early
(serai)

stages of the coniferous forest.

A fractal dimension measurement of 1.63 was
determined by fractal dimension software from the
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collected data.

This number indicates high

he t e r o g e n e i t y .
The landscape types identified a moist and
productive forest, which likely included high production
of insects,

the source food for Purgatorius. As an

insectivore,

Purgatorius would have been adapted to the

food production on this landscape.
Purgatorius was likely an archontan dwelling in the
trees.

The heavily wooded landscape suits archontan

primatamorphs as it provides safety and access to food
resources.

Therefore,

the working hypothesis appears

supported.
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Appendix A
Figure 5. Key to Landscape Type Symbols

A

Alfisol

S

Stream Community

B

Stream Bank Community

P

Pond Site

D

Deep Pond Sites

W

Backwater Deposits

OB

Overbank deposits

SA

Shallow Alfisol

ASD
BO

Alfisol Splay Deposits
Brachish Pond

ULTF Undifferentiated Later Tertiary Fill
BGO Blue/Green Sediments
FC

Fine Clays
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Figures 6. Horizontal

Transect Number:
Bering:

285°

(spatial)

Transects

1

Elevation 1334

ÜTM

12Z
5122388E
594465N

Type

Distance in Meters

UTLF
B

5

S

10

P

8.5

D

7

S

2.5

D

5

S

1

D

3.5

B

7

A

9.5

B

10

D

6. 5

B

1

D

7

B

7.5

A

6

B

6

ULTF

TOTAL

103
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Figures 6. continued

Transect Number:
Bering 250*

2

Elevation 1343

UTM

12Z
5122388E
594465N

Type

Distance in Meters

A

3.5

B

3

A

19

B

2

A

4

B

4

A

7

B

19.5

A

4

W

5

B

8

TOTAL

79
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Figures 6. continued
Transect Number:

3

Bering 65° Elevation 1338

Type

Distance

A

19.54

Total

19.54

in Meters
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UTM

12Z
5122026E
594632N

Figures 6. continued
Transect Number: 5
Bering 280°
Elevation 1415

Type

Distance

ASD

148

TOTAL

148

in Meters
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UTM

12Z
5119782E
592934N

Figures 6. continued
Transect Number: 7
Bering 90°
Elevation 1428

Type

Distance

A
SA
A
SA

50
22
6
28

TOTAL

106

in Meters
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UTM

12Z
5123638E
591897N

Figures 6. continued
Transect Number; 8
Bering 190*
Elevation 1414

Type

Distance in Meters

B
A

18
9

TOTAL

27
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UTM

12Z
5087947E
5788B8N

Figures 6. continued
Transect Number: 9
Bering 190°
Elevation 1414

Type

Distance in Meters

SA
BO
SA
BO
B

5
2.2
2.5
4
4

TOTAL

17.7
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UTM

12Z
5081947E
578888N

Figures 6. continued
Transect Number 10
Bering 190°
Elevation 1414

Type

Distance in

B
BO

5
4

TOTAL

9

50

UTM

12Z
5087947E
578888N

Figures 6. continued
Transect Number: 11
Bering 190°
Elevation 1414

Type

Distance

B

8

TOTAL

8

in Meters
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UTM

12Z
5087947E
578888N

Figures 6. continued
Transect Number: 12
Bering 190°
Elevation 1414

Type

Distance

A
B
BO

12
2
4

TOTAL

18

in Meters
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UTM

12Z
5087947E
578888N

Figures 6. continued
Transect Number 13:
Bering 190°
Elevation 1414

Type

Distance in Meters

A
B

10
2

TOTAL

12
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UTM

12Z
5087947E
578888N

Figures 6. continued
Transect Number: 14
Bering 190°
Elevation 1414

Type

Distance in Meters

A
B
A
B

15
5. 5
2
3

TOTAL

25.5
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UTM

12Z
5087947E
578888N

Figures 6. continued
Transect Number: 15
Bering 190°
Elevation 1389

Type

Distance in Meters

A
B
A

5
7
29

TOTAL

41
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UTM

122
5087359E
578735N

Figures 6. continued
Transect Number: 16
Elevation 1389
Bering 220°

Type

Distance in Meters

B
A
B

5
17
7

TOTAL

29
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UTM

12Z
5087271E
578709N

Figure 7. Color Legend for Graphical Representation of
Transects

Stream Bank

■

Stream

■

Pond

■

Deep Pond
Alfisol

■

Backwater

■

Overbank
Shallow Alfisol
Fine Clays

m

Alfisol Splay Deposit
Blue/Green Sediments
Brachish Pond

m
m
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Figures 8. Graphical Representation of Horizontal
Transects.
TRANSECT 1
Stream Bank

Pond

8. 5m

Stream Bank

2. 5m

Stream Bank

Alfisol

9. 5m

Stream Bank

Deec Pond
stream Bank

Stream Bank

7. 5m

Alfisol

6m

Stream Bank

6m

TOTAL

103m
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Figures 8. continued
TRANSECT 2
Alfisol

3. 5m

Stream Bank

3m

Alfisol

19m

stream Bank

2m

Alfisol

4m

Stream Bank

4m

Alfisol

7m

Stream Bank

19. 5m

Alfisol

4m

Backwater
Deposits

5m

Stream Bank

8m

TOTAL

79m
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Figures 8. continued
TRANSECT 3

19. 5m
Total

19.5m
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Figures 8. continued
TRANSECT 5

Alfisol
Splay
Deposit

148m

Total

148m
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Figures 8. continued
TRANSECT 7

Alfisol

50m

Shallow Alfisol
Alfisol

22m
6m ”]

Shallow Alfisol

28m

Total

106m
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Figures 8. continued
TRANSECT 8

stream Bank

18m

Alfisol

9m

Total

27m
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Figures 8. continued
TRANSECT 9

Shallow
Alfisol

5m

Brachish Pond
Shallow
Alfisol

2.2m

Brachish Pond

4m

2.5m

Stream Bank___________4m
Total

17.7m
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Figures 8. continued
TRANSECT 10
Stream
Bank
5m
Brachish
Pond________________ ^
Total

9m
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Figures 8. continued
TRANSECT 11
Stream
Bank________________ 8m
Total

8m
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Figures 8. continued
TRANSECT 12

Alfisol

12m

Stream Bank

2m

Brachish Pond__________
Total

4m
18m
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Figures 8. continued
TRANSECT 13

Alfisol

10m

Stream Bank_______ ____________ 2m
Total

12m
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Figures 8. continued

TRANSECT 14

Alfisol

15m

Stream Bank

5.5m

Alfisol

2m

Stream Bank___________________ 3m
Total
25.5m
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Figures 8. continued
TRANSECT 15
Alfisol

5m

Stream Bank

7m

Alfisol

29m

Total

41m
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Figures 8. continued
TRANSECT 16
Stream Bank

5m

Alfisol

17m

Stream Bank

7m

Total

29m
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Figures 9. Vertical Transects
Transect Number: 4
Bering 0° Elevation 1339

Type

Distance

OB
A
OB
SA
OB
SA
OB
EC
A
A
B
OB
SA
OB
B
OB
B

2
2
1.5
.3
1.2
.1
.75
.5
.5
.4
.7
.15
.2
2
1
1
.3

TOTAL

14.6

ÜTM

72

12Z
5122012E
594679N

Figures 9. continued
Transect Number: 6
Bering 0® Elevation 1406

Type
A
OB
BO
OB
ASD
OB
ASD
OB
BGO
ASD
OB
ASD
OB
A
OB
A
OB
A
OB
A
OB
A
OB
A
OB
A
OB
A
BO
A
OB
A
BGO
A
OB
A SD
OB
A

UTM

Distance in Meters
.5
.2
1
5.6
1.2
1.5
2
.2
3
2
7.5
.7
1.5
.5
1.7
.5
.5
.3
.3
.8
2.7
.2
.3
.2
.8
.2
2
.3
2
.7
4
1.7
1.5
.5
2
1.2
2.1
.1
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12Z
5123452E
59220N

Figures 9, continued
OB
A
OB
A
OB
A
OB
A

1
.2
3
1
4.5
1
4.3
.4

TOTAL

69.4
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Figures 10. Graphical Representation of Vertical
Transects
TRANSECT 4

Overbank
Deposits

2m

Alfisol

2m

Overbank
Deposits

1. 5m

75

Shallow Alfisol

.3m

Overbank
Deposits

1. 2m

Shallow Alfisol

.Im

Overbank
Deposits

.75m

_Fine clays

.5m

Alfisol

.9m

Stream Bank
Overbank
Deposits
Shallow
Alfisol

.7m
.15m
.2m
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Overbank
Deposits

2m

Stream Bank

Im

Overbank
Deposits

Im

Stream Bank_____ .3m
Total
14.6m
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Figures 10. continued

TRANSECT 6

_

Alfisol
Overbank
Deposit

,5m
.2m

Brachish Pond

Im

Overbank
Deposit

5. 6m

Alfisol Splay
Deposit

1.2m

Overbank
Deposit

1.5m
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Alfisol Splay
Deposit
Overbank
Deposit

Alfisol Splay
Deposit

2m

79

Overbank
Deposit

7.5m

Alfisol Splay
Deposit

,7m

Overbank
Deposit

1. 5m

Alfisol

.5m

80

Overbank
Deposit

1. 7m

Alfisol

.5m

Overbank
Deposit

.5m

1Alfisol
Overbank
Deposit

.3m

Alfisol

.8m

Overbank
Deposit
1 Alfisol
Overbank
Deposit
fAlfisoi
Overbank
Deposit
\Alfisol

.3m

2.7m
.2m
.3m
.2m

.8m
.2m

Overbank
Deposit

2m

Alfisol

.3m

1

1
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Alfisol

Overbank
Deposit

Alfisol

1. 7m

Alfisol

.5m

Alfisol Splay
Deposit

1. 2m
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Overbank
I Deposit
Alfisol

2. Im
.Im

Overbank
Deposit
Alfisol

Im
.2m

Overbank
Deposit

3m

Alfisol

Im

Overbank
Deposit
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-s

Alfisol

a»

Overbank
Deposit

4 .3m

Alfisol

.4m

Total

69. 4m
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Figure 11. Summary Data of Landscape Types

Alfsol
9.5
6
19.54
3.5
19
4
7

Shllw
Alfsl
22
28
5
2.5

4
50
6
9
12
10
15
2
5
29
17

Sum
Average

227.54
12.6411

14.375

57.5

Total
Percent

494.74

494.74

46%

12%

Stm
Bank
5
7
10
1
7.5
6
3
2
4
19.5
8
18
4
5
8
2
2
5.5
3
7
5
7

Strm
10

Pond
8.5

2.5
1

Deep
Pd
7
5
3.5
6.5
7

Brcksh

Back
water

2.2
4
4
4

5

139.5
6.34091

13.5
4.5

8.5
8.5

29
5.8

14.2
3.55

5
5

494.74
28%

494.74
3%

494.74

494.74
6%

494.74
3%

494.74
1%

85

2%
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